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ACCURATELY TRACKING A MOBILE The foregoing has outlined rather generally the features 
DEVICE TO EFFECTIVELY ENABLE and technical advantages of one or more embodiments of the 
MOBILE DEVICE TO CONTROL ANOTHER present invention in order that the detailed description of the 
DEVICE present invention that follows may be better understood . 
5 Additional features and advantages of the present invention 
TECHNICAL FIELD will be described hereinafter which may form the subject of 
the claims of the present invention . 
The present invention relates generally to mobile devices , 
and more particularly to accurately tracking a mobile device BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
( e . g . , smartphone , smart watch ) to effectively enable the 10 A better understanding of the present invention can be mobile device to control another device ( e . g . , game console , obtained when the following detailed description is consid virtual reality / augmented reality device , smart appliance , ered in conjunction with the following drawings , in which : 
smart TV ) . FIG . 1 illustrates a system configured in accordance with 
15 an embodiment of the present invention ; BACKGROUND FIG . 2 illustrates a hardware configuration of a mobile 
device in accordance with an embodiment of the present Users are currently demanding for a new way to interact invention ; and control devices , such as video game consoles , virtual FIG . 3 illustrates a hardware configuration of a controlled 
reality ( VR ) / augmented reality ( AR ) devices and smart 20 device in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
appliances . For example , interactive video games ( i . e . , the invention ; 
games played by movement ) are popular across the world . FIGS . 4A - 4B are a flowchart of a method for tracking the 
However , many of the video game players are unsatisfied movement of the mobile device very accurately in accor 
with the existing tracking technologies in the video games : dance with an embodiment of the present invention ; 
( i ) they often complain about their tracking accuracy , and ( ii ) 25 FIG . 5 shows a chirp signal , whose frequency increases 
the coarse - grained tracking accuracy has also limited the linearly from fmin to fmar in accordance with an embodiment 
existing interactive games to only sports and dancing games , of the present invention ; 
which require large movement , whereas , many gamers enjoy FIG . 6 shows an example cross correlation between the 
more fine - grained movement games , such as shooter games . received and transmitted chirp signals in accordance with an 
In addition , virtual reality ( VR ) and augmented reality 30 embodiment of the present invention ; 
( AR ) are becoming increasingly popular . One of the major FIG . 7 illustrates estimating the reference position in 
factors that impact its success and potential is the availabil - accordance with an embodiment of the present invention ; 
ity of an easy - to - use user interface . The current interfaces of and 
VR / AR are rather constrained ( e . g . , relying on tapping , FIGS . 8A - 8B are graphs of the detected FMCW peaks 
swiping , or voice recognition ) . This significantly limits its 35 ( Hz ) versus time in accordance with an embodiment of the 
potential applications . present invention . 
Moreover , smart appliances are becoming increasingly 
popular . For example , smart TVs offer a rich set of controls , DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
and it is important for users to easily control smart TVs . 
More and more appliances will become smart and can let 40 As discussed below , the present invention provides a 
users control them remotely . technique for allowing a user of a mobile device ( e . g . , smart 
Since mobile devices , such as smartphones and smart phone ) to control another device ( e . g . , video game console ) 
watches , are becoming ubiquitous , they can potentially serve by simply moving the mobile device . A unique feature of the 
as universal controllers . In order to utilize a mobile device present invention is that it uses existing hardware already 
as an effective controller , its movement should be tracked 45 available , while achieving high accuracy and ease of use . 
very accurately , such as within a centimeter . While signifi - Specifically , the device to be controlled ( e . g . , a game con 
cant work has been done on localization and tracking , the sole , a VR / AR headset , a smart appliance ) is equipped with 
existing technologies fall short in achieving : ( i ) high accu - multiple speakers . The speakers emit sound , which is 
racy ( e . g . , mm accuracy ) , ( ii ) responsiveness ( e . g . , within received by the mobile device . Based on the received sound , 
tens of milliseconds ) , ( iii ) robustness under different envi - 50 the movement of the mobile device is tracked using a new 
ronments , ( iv ) requiring little calibration , and ( v ) using Frequency Modulated Continuous Waveform ( FMCW ) 
existing hardware . approach and also leveraging the Doppler shift of audio 
signals . 
SUMMARY The Doppler effect is a known phenomenon where the 
55 frequency of a signal changes as a sender or receiver moves . 
In one embodiment of the present invention , a method for By tracking the amount of frequency shift , one can estimate 
tracking a mobile device comprises estimating a reference the speed of movement , based on which the distance 
position of the mobile device . The method further comprises between the mobile device and the device to be controlled as 
computing a relative distance change between the mobile well as the location of the mobile device can be estimated . 
device and another device from the reference position of the 60 The new FMCW approach of the present invention allows 
mobile device . The method additionally comprises deter - one to accurately estimate the propagation delay of the audio 
mining , by a processor , an absolute distance between the signals using " chirp ” signals . The approach of the present 
mobile device and the another device using the reference invention advances the existing FMCW approaches in sev 
position and the computed relative distance change . eral significant ways , such as ( i ) supporting separate and 
Other forms of the embodiment of the method described 65 unsynchronized senders and receivers , ( ii ) explicitly 
above are in a mobile device and in a computer program accounting for the impact of movement on the frequency 
product . shift in the mixed signal , whereas , existing schemes all 
US 10 , 182 , 414 B2 
assume nodes are static , and ( iii ) estimating a reference in some embodiments , include a removable memory , such as 
position , based on which the absolute subsequent position of a removable disk memory , integrated circuit ( IC ) memory , a 
the mobile device is derived in real time . Furthermore , an memory card , or the like . Processor 201 and memory 205 
effective optimization framework is developed that incor - also implement the logic and store the settings , preferences 
porates both the Doppler shift and the FMCW estimation 5 and parameters for mobile device 101 . It should be noted 
over multiple time intervals to achieve high tracking accu - that software components including operating system 203 
racy . Furthermore , the measurements from inertial measure and application 204 may be loaded into memory 205 , which 
ment unit ( IMU ) sensors ( e . g . , accelerometers and gyro - may be mobile device ' s 101 main memory for execution . 
scopes ) may be combined with the audio signals to improve Mobile device 101 additionally includes a wireless mod 
the accuracy . 10 ule 206 that interconnects bus 202 with an outside network 
In the following description , various embodiments are thereby allowing mobile device 101 to communicate with 
described . For purposes of explanation , specific configura - other devices , such as controlled device 102 ( FIG . 1 ) . In one 
tions and details are set forth in order to provide a thorough embodiment , wireless module 206 includes local circuitry 
understanding of the embodiments . It will also be apparent configured to wirelessly send and receive short range sig 
to one skilled in the art that the present invention can be 15 nals , such as Bluetooth , infrared or Wi - Fi . 
practiced without the specific details described herein . Fur - I / O devices may also be connected to mobile device 101 
thermore , well - known features may be omitted or simplified via a user interface adapter 207 and a display adapter 208 . 
in order not to obscure the embodiment being described . Keypad 209 , microphone 210 and speaker 211 may all be 
It is noted that the term “ landmarks , ” as used herein , refer interconnected to bus 202 through user interface adapter 
to the " senders ” of signals ( e . g . , speakers ) and “ receivers ” of 20 207 . Keypad 209 is configured as part of mobile device 101 
signals ( e . g . , microphones ) . for dialing telephone numbers and entering data . Mobile 
Referring now to the Figures in detail , FIG . 1 illustrates device 101 may have microphone 210 and speaker 211 for 
a system 100 configured in accordance with an embodiment the user to speak and listen to callers . Additionally , mobile 
of the present invention . Referring to FIG . 1 , system 100 device 101 includes a display screen 212 connected to 
includes a mobile device 101 configured to control a device 25 system bus 202 by display adapter 208 . Display screen 212 
102 ( “ controlled device ” ) ( e . g . , game console , virtual real - may be configured to display messages and information 
ity / augmented reality device , smart appliance , smart TV ) . about incoming calls or other features of mobile device 101 
Mobile device 101 may be any mobile computing device that use a graphic display . In this manner , a user is capable 
( e . g . , Personal Digital Assistant ( PDA ) , smartphone , mobile of inputting to mobile device 101 through keypad 209 or 
phone , navigation device , Internet appliance and the like ) 30 microphone 210 and receiving output from mobile device 
with a microphone to convert sound ( e . g . , such as audio 101 via speaker 211 or display screen 212 . Other input 
signals from the speakers of controlled device 102 ) into an mechanisms may be used to input data to mobile device 101 
electrical signal . A more detailed description of the hardware that are not shown in FIG . 2 , such as display screen 212 
configuration of one embodiment of mobile device 101 is having touch - screen capability with the ability to utilize a 
provided below in connection with FIG . 2 . 35 virtual keyword . Mobile device 101 of FIG . 2 is not to be 
Controlled device 102 may be any electronic device that limited in scope to the elements depicted in FIG . 2 and may 
can be controlled by mobile device 101 , where controlled include fewer or additional elements than depicted in FIG . 
device 102 contains two or more speakers 103A - 103B 2 . For example , mobile device 101 may only include 
( identified as “ speaker A ” and “ speaker B , ” respectively , in memory 205 , processor 201 and microphone 210 . 
FIG . 1 ) . Speakers 103A - 103B may collectively or individu - 40 Referring now to FIG . 3 , FIG . 3 is a functional block 
ally be referred to as speakers 103 or speaker 103 , respec - diagram of an example of a controlled device 102 ( FIG . 1 ) , 
tively . While FIG . 1 illustrates two speakers 103A , 103B , such as a game console apparatus . In this example , con 
controlled device 102 may contain any number of speakers trolled device 102 includes one or more processors 301 . 
103 . A more detailed description of the hardware configu - Processor 301 can include one or more application specific 
ration of controlled device 102 is provided below in con - 45 integrated circuits ( ASICs ) , digital signal processors 
nection with FIG . 3 . ( DSPs ) , digital signal processing devices ( DSPDs ) , pro 
Referring now to FIG . 2 , FIG . 2 illustrates a hardware grammable logic devices ( PLDs ) , field programmable gate 
configuration of mobile device 101 ( FIG . 1 ) which is rep - arrays ( FPGAs ) , controllers , micro - controllers , micropro 
resentative of a hardware environment for practicing the cessors , electronic devices , electronic units , or a combina 
present invention . Referring to FIG . 2 , mobile device 101 50 tion thereof . 
has a processor 201 coupled to various other components by Processor 301 is configured to store data received by one 
system bus 202 . An operating system 203 runs on processor or more interfaces and process and store the data on a 
201 and provides control and coordinates the functions of memory 302 . Memory 302 can be implemented within 
the various components of FIG . 2 . An application 204 in processor 301 or external to processor 301 . As used herein , 
accordance with the principles of the present invention runs 55 the term memory refers to any type of long term , short term , 
in conjunction with operating system 203 and provides calls volatile , nonvolatile , or other memory and is not to be 
to operating system 203 where the calls implement the limited to any particular type of memory or number of 
various functions or services to be performed by application memories or type of media upon which memory is stored . 
204 . Application 204 may include , for example , a program Processor 301 is also configured to communicate data 
for tracking mobile device 101 to effectively enable mobile 60 and / or instructions to and / or from a video subsystem 303 
device 101 to control controlled device 102 as discussed and an input interface 304 . Video subsystem 303 is config 
further below in connection with FIGS . 4A - 4B , 5 - 7 and ured to provide video and audio data to a video display 305 
8A - 8B . over a video connection 306 . Video subsystem 303 receives 
Mobile device 101 further includes a memory 205 con various instructions from processor 301 . 
nected to bus 202 that is configured to control the other 65 Input interface 304 is configured to receive signals from 
functions of mobile device 101 . Memory 205 is generally mobile device 101 . In one embodiment , controlled device 
integrated as part of mobile device ' s 101 circuitry , but may , 102 can include one or more types of input devices includ 
US 10 , 182 , 414 B2 
re 
ing , for example , a joystick , a keyboard , a mouse , touchpad , machine instructions , machine dependent instructions , 
toggle switches , track ball , scroll wheel , etc . In one aspect , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting data , or 
the user input signals received by the input interface 304 can either source code or object code written in any combination 
be forwarded to processor 301 as they are received . In other of one or more programming languages , including an object 
aspects , input interface 304 can process the received input 5 oriented programming language such as Smalltalk , C + + or 
and transform them into another format before forwarding the like , and conventional procedural programming lan 
the transformed inputs to the process . For example , the guages , such as the “ C ” programming language or similar 
received inputs can be analog signals , the input interface can programming languages . The computer readable program 
transform these to digital signals in a predetermined format . instructions may execute entirely on the user ' s computer , 
Furthermore , I / O devices , such as speakers 1031 , 103B , 10 partly on the user ' s computer , as a stand - alone software 
are connected to controlled device 102 via a user interface package , partly on the user ' s computer and partly on a 
adapter 307 . Speakers 103A , 103B are configured to gen remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or 
erate an audio signal ( audible or inaudible to humans ) at server . In the latter scenario , the remote computer may be 
various frequencies . connected to the user ' s computer through any type of 
Controlled device 102 of FIG . 3 is not to be limited in 15 network , including a local area network ( LAN ) or a wide 
scope to the elements depicted in FIG . 3 and may include area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be made to an 
fewer or additional elements than depicted in FIG . 3 . For external computer ( for example , through the Internet using 
example , controlled device 102 may be any device that an Internet Service Provider ) . In some embodiments , elec 
simply includes speakers 103 . tronic circuitry including , for example , programmable logic 
The present invention may be a system , a method , and / or 20 circuitry , field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGA ) , or pro 
a computer program product . The computer program prod grammable logic arrays ( PLA ) may execute the computer 
uct may include a computer readable storage medium ( or readable program instructions by utilizing state information 
media ) having computer readable program instructions of the computer readable program instructions to personalize 
thereon for causing a processor to carry out aspects of the the electronic circuitry , in order to perform aspects of the 
present invention . 25 present invention . 
The computer readable storage medium can be a tangible Aspects of the present invention are described herein with 
device that can retain and store instructions for use by an reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams of 
instruction execution device . The computer readable storage methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer program prod 
medium may be , for example , but is not limited to , an ucts according to embodiments of the invention . It will be 
electronic storage device , a magnetic storage device , an 30 understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations 
optical storage device , an electromagnetic storage device , a and / or block diagrams , and combinations of blocks in the 
semiconductor storage device , or any suitable combination flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , can be imple 
of the foregoing . A non - exhaustive list of more specific mented by computer readable program instructions . 
examples of the computer readable storage medium includes These computer readable program instructions may be 
the following : a portable computer diskette , a hard disk , a 35 provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
random access memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
( ROM ) , an erasable programmable read - only memory cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
( EPROM or Flash memory ) , a static random access memory instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
( SRAM ) , a portable compact disc read - only memory ( CD puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
ROM ) , a digital versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a 40 create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
floppy disk , a mechanically encoded device such as punch - in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
cards or raised structures in a groove having instructions computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
recorded thereon , and any suitable combination of the fore - in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
going . A computer readable storage medium , as used herein , computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
is not to be construed as being transitory signals per se , such 45 or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
as radio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
waves , electromagnetic waves propagating through a wave stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
guide or other transmission media ( e . g . , light pulses passing instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
through a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted specified in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or 
through a wire . 50 blocks . 
Computer readable program instructions described herein The computer readable program instructions may also be 
can be downloaded to respective computing processing loaded onto a computer , other programmable data process 
devices from a computer readable storage medium or to an ing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of operational 
external computer or external storage device via a network , steps to be performed on the computer , other programmable 
for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide area 55 apparatus or other device to produce a computer imple 
network and / or a wireless network . The network may com - mented process , such that the instructions which execute on 
prise copper transmission cables , optical transmission fibers , the computer , other programmable apparatus , or other 
wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , gateway device implement the functions / acts specified in the flow 
computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter card or c hart and / or block diagram block or blocks . 
network interface in each computing processing device 60 The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures illustrate 
receives computer readable program instructions from the the architecture , functionality , and operation of possible 
network and forwards the computer readable program implementations of systems , methods , and computer pro 
instructions for storage in a computer readable storage gram products according to various embodiments of the 
medium within the respective computing / processing device . present invention . In this regard , each block in the flowchart 
Computer readable program instructions for carrying out 65 or block diagrams may represent a module , segment , or 
operations of the present invention may be assembler portion of instructions , which comprises one or more 
instructions , instruction - set - architecture ( ISA ) instructions , executable instructions for implementing the specified logi 
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cal function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the device 101 estimates the frequency offset between mobile 
functions noted in the block may occur out of the order noted device 101 and speakers 103 . In one embodiment , such 
in the figures . For example , two blocks shown in succession estimates occur during a " calibration " phase which may only 
may , in fact , be executed substantially concurrently , or the need to occur a single time . 
blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order , 5 In step 402 , mobile device 101 detects the beginning of a 
depending upon the functionality involved . It will also be " chirp ” sequence using cross correlation between an audio 
noted that each block of the block diagrams and / or flowchart signal and a chirp signal both received from speaker ( s ) 103 
illustration , and combinations of blocks in the block dia - which corresponds to the detected start time . 
grams and / or flowchart illustration , can be implemented by In step 403 , mobile device 101 fetches audio samples of 
special purpose hardware - based systems that perform the 10 the audio signals at various frequencies from speakers 103 
specified functions or acts or carry out combinations of of controlled device 102 over a duration of time from the 
special purpose hardware and computer instructions . detected start time . That is , mobile device 101 fetches audio 
As stated in the Background section , users are currently samples of the audio signals at various frequencies from 
demanding for a new way to interact and control devices , speakers 103 of controlled device 102 over a duration of 
such as video game consoles , virtual reality ( VR ) / aug - 15 time in response to detecting the “ start time ” of step 402 . 
mented reality ( AR ) devices and smart appliances . For I n step 404 , mobile device 101 performs a fast Fourier 
example , interactive video games ( i . e . , the games played by transform ( FFT ) in the received audio samples to extract 
movement ) are popular across the world . However , many of frequencies . 
the video game players are unsatisfied with the existing In step 405 , mobile device 101 estimates the frequency 
tracking technologies in the video games : ( i ) they often 20 shift in the extracted frequencies at various frequency 
complain about their tracking accuracy , and ( ii ) the coarse ranges . 
grained tracking accuracy has also limited the existing In step 406 , mobile device 101 generates a final estimated 
interactive games to only sports and dancing games , which frequency shift by removing outliers and averaging the 
require large movement , whereas , many gamers enjoy more remaining estimated frequency shifts 
fine - grained movement games , such as shooter games . In 25 In step 407 , mobile device 101 translates the final esti 
addition , virtual reality ( VR ) and augmented reality ( AR ) are mated frequency shift to a velocity of mobile device 101 . 
becoming increasingly popular . One of the major factors that It is noted that steps 401 - 407 may be performed indepen 
impact its success and potential is the availability of an dently and / or concurrently from steps 408 - 412 discussed 
easy - to - use user interface . The current interfaces of VR / AR below . 
are rather constrained ( e . g . , relying on tapping , swiping , or 30 In step 408 , mobile device 101 mixes an audio signal from 
voice recognition ) . This significantly limits its potential the received audio samples with a " pseudo ” transmitted 
applications . Moreover , smart appliances are becoming signal . 
increasingly popular . For example , smart TVs offer a rich set In step 409 , mobile device 101 performs a fast Fourier 
of controls , and it is important for users to easily control transform ( FFT ) in the mixed signal to identify the peak 
smart TVs . More and more appliances will become smart 35 frequencies of the signals from speakers 103 . 
and can let users control them remotely . Since mobile Alternatively , the peak frequencies may be identified by 
devices , such as smartphones and smart watches , are becom - estimating the auto - correlation matrix of the mixed signal v 
ing ubiquitous , they can potentially serve as universal con - as follows R = VHV , where V is the Toeplitz matrix of v and 
trollers . In order to utilize a mobile device as an effective its i - th column is given by : 
controller , its movement should be tracked very accurately , 40 [ V _ V 2 _ , . . . , Vyu _ ( ie [ 1 , M ] ) and VH is the trans 
such as within a centimeter . While significant work has been pose of the matrix V . Here N is the length of the mixed 
done on localization and tracking , the existing technologies signal , and M is the order of the auto - correlation matrix ( i . e . , 
fall short in achieving : ( i ) high accuracy ( e . g . , mm accu - R has the size MxM ) Then the eigenvalue decomposition is 
racy ) , ( ii ) responsiveness ( e . g . , within tens of milliseconds ) , applied to R . The eigenvectors obtained from the eigenvalue 
( iii ) robustness under different environments , ( iv ) requiring 45 decomposition to the auto - correlation matrix of the mixed 
little calibration , and ( v ) using existing hardware . signal are sorted in descending order of the corresponding 
The principles of the present invention provide a means eigenvalues ' magnitudes . The space spanned by the first M , 
for enabling mobile device 101 ( FIG . 1 ) to effectively eigenvectors is called the " signal space , ” and the space 
control controlled device 102 ( FIG . 2 ) by tracking the spanned by the other eigenvectors is called the " noise 
movement of mobile device 101 very accurately ( e . g . , 50 space . ” Let Ry denote the noise space matrix , and its i - th 
within a centimeter ) without requiring significant calibration column is the i - th eigenvector for the noise space . 
and utilizing existing hardware as discussed below in asso - Let s ( f ) denote the steering vector which is defined as : 
ciation with FIGS . 4A - 4B , 5 - 7 and 8A - 8B . FIGS . 4A - 4B are 
a flowchart of a method for tracking the movement of mobile [ 1 , ev2nfis , . . . , / 2ref _ M – 1 ) ts ] ? . 
device 101 very accurately . FIG . 5 shows a chirp signal , 55 As a result , the pseudo - spectrum of the mixed signal is whose frequency increases linearly from fmin to fmar . FIG . 6 defined as : shows an example cross correlation between the received 
and transmitted chirp signals . FIG . 7 illustrates estimating 
the reference position . FIGS . 8A - 8B are graphs of the 
detected FMCW peaks ( Hz ) versus time . 60 P ( S ) = 50 ) Rv Rus ( 7 ) As stated above , FIGS . 4A - 4B are a flowchart of a method 
400 for tracking the movement of mobile device ( FIG . 1 ) 
very accurately in accordance with an embodiment of the Once can find f? by locating the peaks in the pseudo 
present invention . spectrum . Alternatively , one can directly compute the root . 
Referring to FIG . 4A , in conjunction with FIGS . 1 - 3 , in 65 Referring now to FIG . 4B , in conjunction with FIGS . 1 - 3 , 
step 401 , mobile device 101 estimates the reference position in step 410 , mobile device 101 computes the relative dis 
of mobile device 101 . Furthermore , in step 401 , mobile tance between speakers 103 and mobile device 101 based on 
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the change in frequency of the mixed signal at the current followed by a discussion regarding the modified FMCW 
location and the frequency offset between mobile device 101 utilized by the present invention . 
and speakers 103 . Instead of sending a sharp pulse signal using a large 
In step 411 , mobile device 101 determines the absolute bandwidth , traditional FMCW lets each speaker transmit a 
distance between mobile device 101 and controlled device 5 chirp signal every interval . FIG . 5 shows a chirp signal , 
102 using the reference position and the computed relative whose frequency increases linearly from fmin to fmax in 
distance . accordance with an embodiment of the present invention . 
In step 412 , mobile device 101 determines the location of The principles of the present invention uses fmar - fmin = 2 . 5 
mobile device 101 based on the velocity of mobile device KHz and 40 ms as an interval . 
101 and the absolute distance between speakers 103 of " The frequency within each sweep is 
controlled device 102 and mobile device 101 by solving an 
optimization problem , where the optimization problem is 
constructed to minimize the error in determining the location f = fmin + 
of mobile device 101 . In one embodiment , mobile device 15 
101 constructs an optimization problem and calls a non 
linear optimization library to solve it . Mobile device 101 where ß is the bandwidth , T is the sweep time ( close to one 
then fetches audio samples of the audio signals at various time interval ) . The frequency over time is integrated to get 
frequencies from speakers 103A , 103B of controlled device the corresponding phase : u ( t ) = 21 ( fmint + B ) . Therefore , the 
102 over the next duration of time in step 403 . 20 transmitted signal during the n - th sweep is 
A detailed discussion regarding steps 401 - 412 is provided 
below . 
The Doppler effect is a known phenomenon where the 
frequency of a signal changes as a sender or receiver moves . 
Without loss of generality , the case of when the receiver 25 
moves while the sender remains static is considered . The where t ' = t - nT . frequency changes with the velocity as follows : Consider a chirp signal propagates over the medium and 
arrives at the receiver ( i . e . , mobile device 101 ) after a delay 
30 td . The received signal is attenuated and delayed in time , and 
v = 7C becomes 
vile ) = cos ( 27 minut ? + " $ { " ) , 
( 1 ) 30 ta . The 
where F denotes the original frequency of the signal , FS AB ( t – id ) ) acos 2 in ( t ' - 10 + denotes the amount of frequency shift , v and c denote the 35 ? 
receiver ' s speed towards the sender and the propagation 
speed of the wave , respectively . Therefore , by measuring the where a is the attenuation factor . amount of frequency shift FS , one can estimate the velocity The receiver ( i . e . , mobile device 101 ) mixes ( i . e . , multi of the movement with respect to the transmitter , which can plies ) the received signal with the transmitted signal . That is , further be used to get distance and location . Vm ( t ) = v , ( t ) v ( t ) . Vm ( t ) is a product of two cosine ' s . By using In one embodiment , the following approach is used to cos A cos B = ( cos ( A - B ) + cos ( A + B ) ) / 2 and filtering out the estimate the Doppler shift . Each speaker 103A , 103B con high frequencing A + B component , which has frequency of tinuously emits sine waves ( e . g . , inaudible sine waves ) at the order 2fming Vm ( t ) becomes : several frequencies . Different speakers 103A , 103B use 
different frequencies to distinguish from each other . The 45 
receiver ( e . g . , mobile device 101 ) samples the audio signals 
at a sampling rate ( e . g . , 44 . 1 KHz standard sampling rate ) , VmC ) = acos ( 2 .7 fminta + AB ( 27f4 – 13 ) ) 
applies the Hanning window to avoid frequency leakage , 
and then uses Short - term Fourier Transform ( STFT ) to 
extract frequencies . In one embodiment , 1764 samples were 50 Suppose the mobile device 101 is a distance R from the 
used to compute STFT . This corresponds to the audio speaker 103 initially and moves at a speed of v . Then 
samples in 40 ms . A peak frequency may then be obtained , 
which is then used ( or a function of several peak frequen 
cies ) to compute the frequency shift . In order to enhance the R + vt 
Id = accuracy , each speaker 103A , 103B emits sine waves at 55 
different frequency ranges and the receiver ( i . e . , mobile 
device 101 ) estimates the frequency shift at each of the Plugging ta into Equation ( 3 ) gives us frequency ranges and combine these estimates by removing 
outliers and averaging the remaining estimates . This final 
estimated frequency shift is then used to compute the 60 
R + vr 2n Bi ( R + v1 TB ( R velocity based on Equation 1 , and integrated over time to get 
C TE Tc c2T ) the current distance from each speaker 103A , 103B . 
The principles of the present invention provide many 
major innovations over tradition FMCW which is used to If STFT is applied to the frequency of Vm , the constant 
determine the absolute distance between controlled device 65 phase term will be ignored and the terms quadratic with 
102 and mobile device 101 as discussed below . A brief respect to ( t ' ) - will be too small and can also be ignored . The 
discussion regarding traditional FMCW is first provided peak frequency , denoted as fp , becomes 
+ 12 
acos 20 min cos ( 215min .P + w ? + ( 21B4R + v ? _ = BCR Awe ) . + 
pespecteem w Will be gonored a arande terms baligharic wihle 
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BR 2R 1 Phase 
27 . St 
- = - 
Jmin V 
- + Tc 
difference between the pseudo transmission time and actual 
transmission time of the first chirp signal . The value of t , is 
not known . Based on the pseudo transmission time , the 
receiver can construct a pseudo transmitted signal , which 
5 starts at that time . By mixing ( i . e . , multiplying ) the received 
signals with the pseudo transmitted signals , and applying the 
similar procedure as mentioned above , one can find the 
following peak frequency : 





B ( Rn - cto ) ( 4 ) Therefore , one can use f , to derive the distance R as : fr CT 
R = SpecT 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 3 ) 15 in the mixed signals , where c is the propagation speed of the 
audio signal , T is the chirp duration , B is the bandwidth of 
the chirp signal , which is equal to fmar - fmin , Rn is the 
The tracking system of the present invention modifies the distance between the transmitter and the receiver during the n - th sampling interval . Thus , traditional FMCW . In particular , the system of the present 
invention has four major innovations over the traditional 
FMCW . First , the existing FMCW analysis results and B ( Rn - R1 ) 
systems all assume co - located sender and receiver . How for – fil = - ?? . 
ever , the approach of the present invention supports separate 
and un - synchronized senders and receivers . Second , the os 
existing FMCW based systems assume the receiver is static . 25 If the distance between the transmitter and the receiver ' s 
Since movement is common in various tracking scenarios , reference position , denoted as R1 , is known , Rn can be determined based on : the impact of movement on the frequency shift is taken into 
account . Third , applying FMCW to separate senders and 
receivers only yields relative distance . However , tracking 30 
requires absolute distance . As a result , the approach of the Rx = ( $ • – + RI . 
present invention estimates a reference position and then 
uses the distance change with respect to the reference 
position to derive the current absolute position of mobile With respect to the impact of movement , the previous 
device 101 . Fourth , the principles of the present invention 35 derivation assumes that the receiver is static . However , in 
take into account for the impact of frequency offset between the tracking system of the present invention , the receiver 
the sender and receiver to obtain a more accurate distance may move . The non - negligible velocity will lead to an 
estimation . Each of these four aspects is elaborated below . additional shift to the peak frequency of the mixed signals . 
In connection with supporting unsynchronized senders In this case , the peak frequency is at : 
and receivers , the transmitter ( i . e . , controlled device 102 ) 40 
( e . g . , speakers 103A , 103B on the game console or VR 
headset ) and the receiver ( i . e . , mobile device 101 ) ( e . g . , B ( Rn - cto ) min Vn 2Bvnt ' In = = cT + microphones 210 on the smartphone ) are separated , and 
their clocks are not synchronized . Precise synchronization 
between speakers 103A , 103B and microphone ( s ) 210 is 45 where v is the velocity of the receiver with respect to the 
challenging . Even a small synchronization error of 0 . 1 ms transmitter in the n - th sampling interval . This relationship 
will lead to 0 . 1 msxc = 0 . 1x346 m / s ~ 3 . 5 cm error , were c is suggests the frequency changes during T . The average 
the propagation speed of sound and around 346 m / s . frequency during T is computed by letting t ' = T / 2 . Therefore , 
The lack of synchronization is addressed below where the the average fP becomes as follows : 
difference in clock rates between mobile device 101 and 50 
speakers 103 of controlled device 102 is estimated . First , 
upon receiving a signal , mobile device 101 uses cross D B ( Rn - cto ) fmin Vn Bvn 
correlation between the received signal and the original c? ? ? 
" chirp ” signal emanated from speaker 103A , 103B to detect 
the arrival time of the first chirp signal . This arrival time 55 
detection is approximate since the cross correlation usually Therefore , R . , can be estimated by measuring the peak 
shows multiple peaks . FIG . 6 shows an example cross frequencies during in the first and n - th chirp sequence ( i . e . , 
correlation between the received and transmitted chirp sig fy and f ) , the velocity during the n - th chirp sequence ( vn ) 
nals in accordance with an embodiment of the present estimated from the Doppler shift , and reference distance 
invention . There are several peaks of similar magnitudes . 60 ( 1 . C . , 60i . e . , R? ) as follows : 
Moreover , the highest peak may not come from the shortest 
path due to multipath propagation . 
To avoid the need to precisely determine the arrival time , 
the notion of a pseudo transmitted signal is introduced . 
Specifically , the received signal ( starting from the previ - 65 
ously detected arrival time , which may not be precise ) is This assumes the receiver is static during the transmission 
mixed with a pseudo transmitted signal . Let to denote the of the first chirp sequence , which is reasonable . Vn can be 
?t To 
from = B ( R , - - + + 
R = ( ? Smin ' n Byn BP ) + Ryu B 
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estimated based on the Doppler shift as described above . cies , one can estimate the relative distance to speaker 1 
Next , a discussion regarding estimating the reference posi - versus speaker 2 versus speaker 3 , etc . ; and ( 4 ) derive the 
tion R? is provided below . reference location based on these relative distances . 
To obtain the current absolute position , the reference The reference position , denoted as ( x , y ) , can be solved position is first estimated and then the reference position and 5 based on the relative difference between each pair of speak 
the relative distance from the reference position are used to ers 103 . Specifically , consider the three speakers located at 
derive the absolute distance between mobile device 101 and ( x1 , y1 ) , ( x2 , y2 ) , and ( x3 , y3 ) . The position ( x , y ) is derived each speaker 103A , 103B in real time . Then , as discussed by minimizing the following objective , which involves 3 
further below , an optimization framework is used to localize 10 unknowns and is easy to solve : the current position based on the distance and velocity 
estimations . 
One calibration scheme to quickly obtain the reference 
position is discussed below . Consider the case where there 
are two speakers . Without loss of generality , let us assume 
that the two speakers 103A , 103B are at ( 0 , 0 ) and ( A , 0 ) , | ( V ( x – x1 ) 2 + ( y – y? ) 2 - V ( x – x3 ) 2 + ( y – y3 ) 2 ) 
respectively . ( V ( x – x » ) ? + ( y – ya ) ? – V ( x – x3 ) 2 + ( y – y? ) ?) * - ADŽ | | | A discussion regarding estimating the reference point of 
mobile device 101 is now provided below . 
In the embodiment where there are two speakers 103 , the 2 
reference position can be estimated by detecting a time when With respect to frequency offset , due to imperfect clocks , 
a Doppler shift changes its sign as the user moves mobile the sampling frequencies at the transmitter ( i . e . , controlled 
device 101 back and forth across speakers 103 and , at the device 102 ) and receiver ( i . e . , mobile device 101 ) are not 
detected time , computing the position based on the separa exactly the same . The frequency offset makes the sender and 
tion between speakers 103 and the relative distance between 35 receiver have different Tsweep which introduces an error in 
mobile device 101 and each speaker 103 as discussed below estimating the peak frequency . For example , consider the 
in connection with FIG . 7 . FIG . 7 illustrates estimating the transmitter ' s frequency is 44100 samples / second and the 
reference position in accordance with an embodiment of the receiver ' s frequency is 44101 samples / second . The last 
present invention . sample will be considered as being received at the 
As illustrated in FIG . 7 , the user moves mobile device 101 20 ( 1 + 1 / 44100 ) - th second by the receiver . This introduces an extra 
around the reference position back and forth to swipe across delay of 1 / 44100 second at the receiver . As propagation delay , 
the speaker 103A , 103B that it is in line with . Initially , as this extra delay will also be captured by FMCW and cause 
mobile device 101 comes closer to speaker 103A , 103B , the the peak frequency of the mixed signal to shift . Doppler shift is positive . As mobile device 101 passes To estimate the frequency offset , a short calibration phase speaker 1031 , 103B and moves away from it , the Doppler 35 is introduced at the beginning . The receiver ' s location is shift changes to negative . The time when the Doppler shift corrected during the calibration . Without a frequency offset , changes its sign is detected . The FMCW may then be applied 
to estimate the relative distance to the two speakers 103A , the peak frequency should remain fixed . The frequency offset will introduce a steady shift in the peak frequency over 103B from mobile device 101 , denoted as AD , by having the time . The frequency offset can be estimated by plotting the two speakers 1031 , 103B transmit at the same time and a 40 peak frequency over time as shown in FIGS . 8A - 8B . FIGS . having the receiver ( i . e . , mobile device 101 measure the 8A - 8B are graphs of the detected FMCW peaks ( Hz ) versus frequency shift from each speaker 103A , 103B . Then , one 
can compute the relative distance from the two speakers time in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention . 103A , 103B to mobile device 101 based on the difference 
between the peak frequencies from the speakers 103A , 103B 45 The least square is the used to fit a line to the measurement 
according to Equation ( 8 ) . In particular , data as shown in FIG . 8A . The slope of the line , denoted as 
k , captures how fast the frequency changes over time due to 
the frequency offset . Given the estimated slope , the raw 
cT4f2 , 1 T ' min 412 , 1 ( 10 ) measurements are post - processed as follows : cTA 2 , 1 – TAV2 , 1 - AD = R2 - R1 = B B 50 F adjusted = F 




where Afz . ” denotes the difference between the peak fre where Frec , adjusted and Frec , raw are the adjusted and raw 
quencies from the first and second speakers 103A , 103B and received frequencies , respectively , AT is the time duration 
AV2 , denotes the difference between the velocities with and k is the slope . FIG . 8B shows F adjusted is stable over 
respect to the first and second speakers 103A , 103B esti - 55 time after the frequency offset compensation . 
mated based on the Doppler shift . Therefore , f - f / P = Frec  . adjusted - Frecy , adjusted Once AD is obtained , the location of mobile device 101 , Frecv . haw - knT - Frecv . ] Paw is used in Equation ( 9 ) to derive denoted as ( x , y ) , can be determined as follows . As shown Ry , where n is the number of intervals and T is the sweep in FIG . 7 , it is clear that x = A . Moreover , according to the duration property of right triangle , y + A2 = ( y + AD ) 2 . There is only 60 
one unknown : y in this equation , so y can be solved . As discussed above , in one embodiment , mobile device 
In the embodiment where are three or more speakers 103 , 101 constructs an optimization problem and calls a non 
any position can serve as a reference point . In one embodi - linear optimization library to solve it . A discussion regarding 
ment , the reference location may be obtained as follows : ( 1 ) such an optimization framework is provided below . 
from each speaker 103 , the fetched audio signals are mixed 65 In one embodiment , the optimization framework of the 
with the transmitted signals ; ( 2 ) the peak frequencies in the present invention combines the Doppler shift and FMCW 
mixed signals are extracted ; ( 3 ) based on the peak frequen measurements for tracking . Specifically , 
15 
IE [ k - n + 1 . . . k ] j 
iE [ k - n + 2 . . . k ] , 
( 14 ) min E allz – Cjl – 130 – 0 1 – d?hcw ) ? + ie?k - n + l . . . k 
init 
TiZk — Zk - n + 1 – Vk - n + 1 ' Uk - n + 1 . k ) + 
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With respect to using IMU data , an accelerometer is cheap 
( 13 ) min : aclzi – c ; l – 120 – c ; l - d ' imcw ) ? + in terms of hardware cost , processing overhead , and battery consumption . However , it is known for its inaccuracy espe 
cially over time since estimating distance requires double 
B ( zi – cjl – | Zi - 1 - c ; l - Vdoppler 7 ) 5 integration of acceleration with time . The error quickly 
accumulates . To limit error accumulation , the initial velocity 
is estimated and then the acceleration is integrated over only 
where k is the current time interval , n is the number of time a relatively short time ( e . g . , 360 ms ) to get the distance 
intervals used in the optimization , Z ; denotes the position of 10 trave 
the mobile device ' s node at the i - th time interval , Zo denotes Moreover , the gyroscope may be used to measure the 
the mobile device ' s reference position , c , denotes the posi rotation and to translate the accelerometer readings to the 
tion of the j - th speaker , dFMCW denotes the distance change accelerations in a consistent direction . In addition , the coordinates used by IMU may be different from the one from the reference location with respect to the j - th speaker defined by speakers 103 . In one embodiment , a calibration during the i - th interval , V dopplerij denotes the velocity with 15 phase is used to convert the IMU coordinate to the speakers ' respect to the j - th speaker during the i - th interval , T is the 103 coordinates by comparing the distance traveled esti interval duration , and a and ß are the relative weights of the mated by the accelerometer and the distance ( from speakers 
distance measurement from FMCW and Doppler measure 103 ) estimated from the FMCW of the present invention . 
ments . In one embodiment , additional terms to the optimization 
The only unknowns in the optimization are the mobile 20 objective and a new optimization variable to incorporate the 
device ' s 101 position over time ( i . e . , Z ; ) . The speakers error with respect to the IMU sensors are added to the 
coordinates c ; are obtained in advance by measuring their optimization framework . Equation ( 14 ) , shown below , 
pairwise distance based on the Doppler shift . Then the shows the final objective . 
coordinates are established based on the speakers ’ 103 
locations . and dFMCW ' ) and V dopplerij are derived from the 
FMCW and Doppler shift measurements , respectively . 
Essentially , the objective reflects the goal of finding a 
solution z ; that best fits the FMCW and Doppler measure 
ments . The first term captures the distance estimated based 30 Bezi – ; l – ?zi - 1 – C ; l - väopplesT ) + 
E [ k - n + 2 . . . k ] 7 on the coordinates that should match the relative distance 
estimated based on the FMCW , and the second term captures 
the distance traveled over an interval that should match with 
the distance computed based on the velocity . The objective 
consists of terms from multiple intervals to improve the 35 
accuracy . The formation is general , and can support 2 - D or The first two terms are the same as above . Let k denote the 
3 - D coordinates . Z ; and c ; are both vectors , whose sizes are current interval . The third term reflects the difference 
determined by the number of dimensions . between the distance traveled during the past n - 1 intervals 
In one embodiment , inertial measurement unit ( IMU ) estimated based on the mobile device ' s 101 coordinate 
sensors may be leveraged along with the audio signals to 40 versus the distance estimated from the initial velocity 
improve the accuracy . VK - numit and acceleration , where Vi - minit is the new opti 
With respect to synchronization with IMU sensors , in mization variable and represents the initial velocity at the 
order to use motion sensors together with audio signals for ( k - n + 1 ) - th interval . d - ntIMO is the displacement from the 
tracking , all the measurements should have consistent time - start of ( k - n + 1 ) - th interval to the start of k - th interval , which 
stamps . While all the measurements are collected by the 45 is calculated based on IMU sensor readings assuming the 
same mobile device 101 , they may be misaligned . When the initial velocity is zero . The fourth term reflects the difference 
audio samples arrive at the receiver ( i . e . , mobile device between the average velocity ( in the ( k - n + 1 ) - th interval ) 
101 ) , they may experience non - negligible processing delays estimated based on the acceleration versus based on the 
before reaching the tracking application of the present Doppler shift , where donnten is the velocity in the i - th 
invention , which timestamps the audio samples . Therefore , 50 interval estimated based on the Doppler shift and is a vector , 
the processing delay should be subtracted so that the time and AVI - IMU captures the velocity change in the ( k - n + 
stamps for the audio samples are consistent with IMU 1 ) - th interval , which is calculated by acceleration from IMU 
timestamps . readings . o and y are the relative weights of these two new 
In one embodiment , the first few audio and IMU samples terms . 
are post - processed to synchronize them . The user usually 55 In one embodiment , the optimization framework may also 
starts by holding mobile device 101 statically and then starts incorporate the mobility of the user ( e . g . , movement , direc 
moving . There is a sudden change of movement , which will tion and speed of the mobile device of the user ) to further 
cause a sudden change in both audio and IMU timeseries at improve accuracy ( i . e . , to further improve the accuracy in 
the same time . Therefore , one can use the sudden change to determining the location of the mobile device ) . 
synchronize these timeseries . Specifically , the estimated 60 A major challenge in distance estimation is synchroniza 
velocity timeseries is gradually shifted with respect to the tion between the sender ' s and receiver ' s clocks . Commercial 
accelerometer timeseries , and the shift that maximizes the approaches to achieve such distance estimation is by having 
correlation is identified . Sharp changes are preferred for a sender / receiver send signals to each other , however , such 
synchronization since the time of sharp changes may not be distance estimation is not accurate due to the unpredictable 
accurately detected . Since audio signals arrive periodically , 65 network delay . By utilizing the principles of the present 
the shift can be estimated once at the beginning which can invention , the sender / receive do not need to send signals to 
be used to align the entire audio timeseries . each other . Instead , the absolute distance is computed based 
112 . . . AJMU YVK - n + 1 + 1 / 2 * AIMU 2 * VK - n + 1 - 
, - n + 1 2 doppler ) 
jyt 
30 
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on the reference position and the distance change from the estimating said reference position of said mobile device at 
reference position . Such a process is more accurate with no said detected time based on a separation between 
network overhead . different landmarks of said another device and a dif 
Furthermore , while the present invention has been dis ference in relative distances between different land 
cussed in connection with using an audio signal for tracking , 5 marks of said another device and said mobile device . the principles of the present invention may utilize any type 6 . The method as recited in claim 5 further comprising : of signal , even signals having frequencies outside the audio estimating said difference in relative distances between frequency range of roughly 20 to 20 , 000 Hz , such as radio different landmarks of said another device and said frequencies . mobile device by performing a fast Fourier transform The descriptions of the various embodiments of the 10 of said mixed signal to identify peak frequencies of present invention have been presented for purposes of received signals at said another device ; and illustration , but are not intended to be exhaustive or limited 
to the embodiments disclosed . Many modifications and computing a difference between said identified peak fre 
variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the quencies of said received signals from each landmark 
on said another device . art without departing from the scope and spirit of the 15 
described embodiments . The terminology used herein was 7 . The method as recited in claim 2 further comprising : 
chosen to best explain the principles of the embodiments , the identifying peak frequencies of signals from said another 
practical application or technical improvement over tech device by : 
nologies found in the marketplace , or to enable others of estimating an auto - correlation matrix of said mixed 
ordinary skill in the art to understand the embodiments 20 signal ; 
disclosed herein . applying an eigenvalue decomposition to said auto 
correlation matrix of said mixed signal ; 
The invention claimed is : sorting eigenvectors obtained from said eigenvalue 
1 . A method for tracking a mobile device , the method decomposition to said auto - correlation matrix of said 
comprising : 25 mixed signal in descending order of corresponding 
estimating a reference position of said mobile device ; eigenvalues ' magnitudes ; 
fetching audio samples of audio signals at various fre using a spaced spanned by said eigenvectors corre 
quencies from speakers over a duration of time ; sponding to a largest n eigenvalues to form a signal 
performing a fast Fourier transform in said fetched space matrix , wherein said n is less than M , wherein 
samples to extract frequencies ; said M is an order of said auto - correlation matrix ; 
estimating a frequency shift in said extracted frequencies using a spaced spanned by remaining eigenvectors to 
at one or more frequency ranges ; form a noise space matrix ; 
translating said estimated frequency shift to a velocity of defining a steering vector s ( f ) as [ 1 , ej2aft , . . . , 
said mobile device ; e14f ( M - 1 ) ] where T stands for transpose of a matrix ; 
determining , by a processor , an absolute distance between 35 defining a pseudo spectrum of said mixed signal using 
said mobile device and another device using said said noise space matrix and said steering vector ; and 
reference position and a relative distance change identifying a peak frequency in said pseudo spectrum 
between said mobile device and said another device ; of said mixed signal . 
determining a location of said mobile device based on 8 . The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising : 
said velocity of said mobile device and said absolute 40 constructing an optimization problem to minimize error in 
distance between said mobile device and said another determining said location of said mobile device using 
device ; said absolute distance between said mobile device and 
tracking said mobile device using said determined loca said another device and said velocity of said mobile 
tion of said mobile device ; and device . 
controlling said another device by tracking said mobile 45 9 . The method as recited in claim 8 further comprising : 
device . constructing an optimization problem to minimize error in 
2 . The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising : determining said location of said mobile device using 
mixing signal from said fetched samples with a pseudo inertial measurement sensors . 
transmitted signal . 10 . The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising : 
3 . The method as recited in claim 2 further comprising : 50 generating a final estimated frequency shift by removing 
computing said relative distance change between said outliers and averaging remaining estimated frequency 
another device and said mobile device at two locations shifts . 
based on a change in frequencies of said mixed signal 11 . The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising : 
at said two locations . estimating a difference in frequency offset between said 
4 . The method as recited in claim 2 further comprising : 55 mobile device and said another device . 
estimating a frequency offset between said mobile device 12 . A computer program product for tracking a mobile 
and said another device ; and device , the computer program product comprising a com 
computing said relative distance change between said puter readable storage medium having program code 
mobile device and said another device based on a embodied therewith , the program code comprising the pro 
change in frequency of said mixed signal at a current 60 gramming instructions for : 
location , a velocity of said mobile device and said estimating a reference position of said mobile device ; 
frequency offset between said mobile device and said fetching audio samples of audio signals at various fre 
another device . quencies from speakers over a duration of time ; 
5 . The method as recited in claim 2 further comprising performing a fast Fourier transform in said fetched 
detecting a time when a Doppler shift changes its sign as 65 samples to extract frequencies ; 
a user moves said mobile device back and forth across estimating a frequency shift in said extracted frequencies 
landmarks on said another device ; and at one or more frequency ranges ; 
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translating said estimated frequency shift to a velocity of applying an eigenvalue decomposition to said auto 
said mobile device ; correlation matrix of said mixed signal ; 
determining an absolute distance between said mobile sorting eigenvectors obtained from said eigenvalue 
device and another device using said reference position decomposition to said auto - correlation matrix of said 
and a relative distance change between said mobile 5 mixed signal in descending order of corresponding 
device and said another device ; eigenvalues ' magnitudes ; 
determining a location of said mobile device based on using a spaced spanned by said eigenvectors corre 
said velocity of said mobile device and said absolute sponding to a largest n eigenvalues to form a signal 
distance between said mobile device and said another space matrix , wherein said n is less than M , wherein 
device ; said M is an order of said auto - correlation matrix ; 
tracking said mobile device using said determined loca using a spaced spanned by remaining eigenvectors to 
tion of said mobile device ; and form a noise space matrix ; 
controlling said another device by tracking said mobile defining a steering vector s ( f ) as [ 1 , ej2aft , 
device . 728f { M - 1 ) ] ? where T stands for transpose of a matrix ; 
13 . The computer program product as recited in claim 12 , defining a pseudo spectrum of said mixed signal using 
wherein the program code further comprises the program said noise space matrix and said steering vector ; and 
ming instructions for : identifying a peak frequency in said pseudo spectrum 
mixing signal from said fetched samples with a pseudo of said mixed signal . 
transmitted signal . 2019 . The computer program product as recited in claim 12 , 
14 . The computer program product as recited in claim 13 , wherein the program code further comprises the program 
wherein the program code further comprises the program - ming instructions for : 
ming instructions for : constructing an optimization problem to minimize error in 
computing said relative distance change between said determining said location of said mobile device using 
another device and said mobile device at two locations 25 said absolute distance between said mobile device and 
based on a change in frequencies of said mixed signal said another device and said velocity of said mobile 
at said two locations . device . 
15 . The computer program product as recited in claim 13 , 20 . The computer program product as recited in claim 19 , 
wherein the program code further comprises the program - wherein the program code further comprises the program 
ming instructions for : 30 ming instructions for : 
estimating a difference in relative distances between dif - constructing an optimization problem to minimize error in 
ferent speakers of said another device and said mobile determining said location of said mobile device using 
device by performing a fast Fourier transform of said inertial measurement sensors . 
mixed signal to identify peak frequencies of received 21 . The computer program product as recited in claim 12 , 
signals at said another device ; and 35 wherein the program code further comprises the program 
computing a difference between said identified peak fre - ming instructions for : 
quencies of said received signals from each receiver on generating a final estimated frequency shift by removing 
said another device . outliers and averaging remaining estimated frequency 
16 . The computer program product as recited in claim 13 , shifts . 
wherein the program code further comprises the program - 40 22 . The computer program product as recited in claim 12 , 
ming instructions for : wherein the program code further comprises the program 
detecting a time when a Doppler shift changes its sign as ming instructions for : 
a user moves said mobile device back and forth across estimating a difference in frequency offset between said 
landmarks on said another device ; and mobile device and said another device . 
estimating said reference position of said mobile device at 45 23 . A mobile device , comprising : 
said detected time based on a separation between a memory unit for storing a computer program for track 
different landmarks of said another device and a dif ing said mobile device ; and 
ference in relative distances between different land a processor coupled to the memory unit , wherein the 
marks of said another device and said mobile device . processor is configured to execute the program instruc 
17 . The computer program product as recited in claim 16 , 50 tions of the computer program comprising : 
wherein the program code further comprises the program estimating a reference position of said mobile device ; 
ming instructions for : fetching audio samples of audio signals at various 
estimating said difference in relative distances between frequencies from speakers over a duration of time ; 
different landmarks of said another device and said performing a fast Fourier transform in said fetched 
mobile device by performing a fast Fourier transform 55 samples to extract frequencies ; 
of said mixed signal to identify peak frequencies of estimating a frequency shift in said extracted frequen 
received signals at said another device ; and cies at one or more frequency ranges ; 
computing a difference between said identified peak fre translating said estimated frequency shift to a velocity 
quencies of said received signals from each landmark of said mobile device ; 
on said another device . 60 determining an absolute distance between said mobile 
18 . The computer program product as recited in claim 13 , device and another device using said reference posi 
wherein the program code further comprises the program tion and a relative distance change between said 
ming instructions for : mobile device and said another device ; 
identifying peak frequencies of signals from said another determining a location of said mobile device based on 
device by : 65 said velocity of said mobile device and said absolute 
estimating an auto - correlation matrix of said mixed distance between said mobile device and said 
signal ; another device ; 
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tracking said mobile device using said determined 29 . The mobile device as recited in claim 24 , wherein the 
location of said mobile device ; and program instructions of the computer program further com 
controlling said another device by tracking said mobile prise : 
device . identifying peak frequencies of signals from said another 
24 . The mobile device as recited in claim 23 , wherein the 5 device by : estimating an auto - correlation matrix of said mixed program instructions of the computer program further com signal ; prise : applying an eigenvalue decomposition to said auto mixing signal from said fetched samples with a pseudo correlation matrix of said mixed signal ; 
transmitted signal . sorting eigenvectors obtained from said eigenvalue 
25 . The mobile device as recited in claim 24 , wherein the 10 decomposition to said auto - correlation matrix of said 
program instructions of the computer program further com mixed signal in descending order of corresponding 
prise : eigenvalues ' magnitudes ; 
computing said relative distance change between said using a spaced spanned by said eigenvectors corre 
another device and said mobile device at two locations 15 sponding to a largest n eigenvalues to form a signal 
based on a change in frequencies of said mixed signal space matrix , wherein said n is less than M , wherein said M is an order of said auto - correlation matrix ; at said two locations . using a spaced spanned by remaining eigenvectors to 
26 . The mobile device as recited in claim 24 , wherein the form a noise space matrix ; 
program instructions of the computer program further com defining a steering vector s ( f ) as [ 1 , 2011 , 
prise : EM2A ( M - 1 ) ] ? where T stands for transpose of a matrix ; 
estimating a difference in relative distances between dif defining a pseudo spectrum of said mixed signal using 
ferent speakers of said another device and said mobile said noise space matrix and said steering vector ; and 
device by performing a fast Fourier transform of said identifying a peak frequency in said pseudo spectrum 
mixed signal to identify peak frequencies of received of said mixed signal . 
signals at said another device ; and 25 30 . The mobile device as recited in claim 23 , wherein the 
computing a difference between said identified peak fre - dentified peak fre pro program instructions of the computer program further com 
quencies of said received signals from each receiver on constructing an optimization problem to minimize error in said another device . 
27 . The mobile device as recited in claim 24 , wherein the determining said location of said mobile device using 
program instructions of the computer program further com - 30 said absolute distance between said mobile device and 
said another device and said velocity of said mobile prise : device . detecting a time when a Doppler shift changes its sign as 
a user moves said mobile device back and forth across 31 . The mobile device as recited in claim 30 , wherein the 
landmarks on said another device ; and program instructions of the computer program further com 
estimating said reference position of said mobile device at 35 prise 
said detected time based on a separation between constructing an optimization problem to minimize error in determining said location of said mobile device using different landmarks of said another device and a dif inertial measurement sensors . ference in relative distances between different land 
marks of said another device and said mobile device . 32 . The mobile device as recited in claim 23 , wherein the 
28 . The mobile device as recited in claim 27 . wherein the 40 program instructions of the computer program further com 
program instructions of the computer program further com generating a final estimated frequency shift by removing prise : 
estimating said difference in relative distances between outliers and averaging remaining estimated frequency 
shifts . different landmarks of said another device and said 
mobile device by performing a fast Fourier transform 45 45 33 . 33 . The mobile device as recited in claim 23 , wherein the 
of said mixed signal to identify peak frequencies of program instructions of the computer program further com 
received signals at said another device ; and prise : 
computing a difference between said identified peak fre estimating a difference in frequency offset between said 
quencies of said received signals from each landmark mobile device and said another device . 
on said another device . 
prise : 
prise : 
